
DABLATRON FOOTBALL ONLINE CONSULTING

DABLATRON FOOTBALL COACHING CONSULTING
Business Plan

Our Project Management Teacher, Pr. Luis Osorio, once shared with us a TED Talk by Ernesto Siroli.
The Major take from his speech after several years of advising entrepreneurs was that, if you want to
have success, you need 3 things:
- a Fantastic Product
- Fantastic Marketing
-Fantastic Financial Management.

Another take was that it is really rare for one single person to be able to complete all those 3 tasks.
You then have to build the team you think will help you to achieve success.
You need to lay down your plan to map the competencies you’re going to need to achieve success.

Throughout my football career, I was able to gather a level of knowledge that very few have in
Europe.
I believe teaching doesn’t take anything away from me. On the contrary, it multiplies it, and the way I
see it, it can only benefit players and Football in Europe in General.
The ultimate achievement for the Program I want to build would be for a player that I coach, to reach
the highest level of Football, or to get the chance to evolve in high school or college in the US.

1. Part 1: Project description

Motivation

I want to offer Football Consulting services to Football Teams across Europe, copying the Pro
structure of training: I want European  to prepare themselves like US pros on  soil.

The Product will consist of providing consulting for football specifics.
We will start by evaluating their structure.
We will then identify their needs and the changes that should be applied.
We will provides services to 4 different extend:
- Personal training ( for 1 individual )
- Group Training ( For a Position Group, for example Wide Receivers, from 5 to 15 )
-  Offensive Group Seasonal Consulting ( for 1 Football Team over a season )
-Team Overall Improvement & Coaches Training : establishment of Practice structure, etc.

Consulting will mainly take place online with the possibility to attend practices, meetings and games
in Person.

We will plan for our customers the technical development of individuals up to organizational
functioning of the team. We will scale our prices on the number of products used by the team as well
as the time it takes us to prepare the practices, the scouting reports and finally the teaching time.

I will be the main actor in the early stage of the company and will focus on improving offenses, as it is
my expertise domain.
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I will need other position coaches to provide expertise and share knowledge, in order to give the best
learning experience, once my structure grows.
I’ll will recruit players I played with throughout my career.

2. Part 2: Problem, Solution, Customer

The problem right now for American Football players in Europe is the limited presence of excellent
coaching, and the structure to train and prepare accordingly.

o provide young European an online ongoing personal or team coaching platform to learn and train
like a pro, and focus on improvement, which one time camps can’t ensure.

My typical customer is a young player, high school or junior college hopeful, that has physical and
technical potential to play , takes football seriously, has the desire to succeed, and just needs the
structure we provide to be prepared and reach his goals.

Our main competitor is the Company of my Coach and Mentor John Booker.
The company is called Football Academy Endzone Athletic, and operates in Australia and now Brazil.

Our European Competitor is the company PPI Recruits. Their Academy, prepare european young
Athletes for Combine Preparation, Speed & Agility and Strength & conditioning.
This service is for athlete only, no teams and they don’t provide Football specific training.

Our comparative advantage resides in the all in one solution we provide.  doesn’t exist here, and the
closest thing to it is the Coach Booker Company that operates in Australia and Brazil.

PPI Recruits focuses on sending young athletes to high schools and colleges Football programs.
The emergence of the European League of Football and its growth gives a professional opportunity in
Europe for european athletes. We aim to become the main actor to prepare young european athletes
for this level of competition.

The team of coaches I will put together, and the excellence available will give us an edge on our
competition.
The pro experience will  our efficiency and high quality of service provided for maximum satisfaction
of our customers.
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We will use the growing fame of American Football in Europe to implement our project and become
a Key player for the preparation phase of the long offseason ( 8 months long ).
We will  the players  are willing to prepare to make a splash in the European League of Football the
following season.
This League is becoming the springboard for young talented  to reach the NFL through the NFL
Pathway Program.
Th guys w potential will be our first clients and will help us promote our program through their social
media platform and success.
Content creation and social media campaigns, and my notoriety will be the first tools we will use to
elevate the reputation of our newly born Business.

Our business will provide a range of services, going from individual personal training, group training,
team training, coaching training, scouting services for teams.
It is not supposed to start all at once but it is rather a goal to provide at some point all those services
under 1 roof.

3. Part 3: Cost Structure

To start my Business, I will focus on the Team & position coaching.
To do so, I will use Google Drive, free, for the customers to upload their training footage and game
footage they want me to watch and correct.
I will set up meetings online with them, via Zoom ( $15 a month) to review and talk to the coaches
and players.
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No matter how many customers I will have, $15 / month will be my initial investment to get my
company going.

We will provides services to 4 different extend:
- Personal training ( for 1 individual ) - 75€ / week ( 1 hour online meeting & 1hour on the field
movement )
- Group Training ( For a Position Group, for example Wide Receivers, from 5 to 15 ) - 2 Days Camps
100€ for 1 Day, 170€ for both Days per Athlete
-  Offensive Group Seasonal Consulting ( for 1 Football Team over a season ) from 3.000 to 6.000€ /
year.
Implementing a Playbook, team identity and procedures, opponent scouting and Game planning.
-Team Overall Improvement : establishment of Practice structure - 1.000€ for 1 month, 1.600€ for 2
months.

I will be the main Coach, and as the structure grows, I will supervise first the coaches that I’m hiring
and then let them Coach once they show that they are the right fit, and that they have the
educational tools to provide great coaching.
Every Coach will be paid 30€ / Coaching Hour, 15€ per preparing hour. I will evaluate preparation,
and efficiency.
We won’t hold a training place at first and will rather use the equipment of the teams we will work
for.
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